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Abstract. A generalisaGon f the notion of stopping time is stated, and related to similar genera5 
sations introduced by Bahadur, Kemperman! Siegmund and others with a view to permitting 
auxiliary experimentation to enter into the definition of stopping rule. The main aim of this 
note is tc> draw attention to the conditional independeince implicit in the definitkns of these 
writers, and briefly indicate some consequences of this. 
1. 
random time , conditional independence L-----_-.__ _ stopping time -._I 
uction andl description of results 
Suppose that (Xn, n = 1,2, .,.) is a sequence of random variables de- 
fined on a probability space (CZ, 9, ), and let SE,, denote the o-field 
generatr#:d by the rantion variables l, X2, . . . . Xn. In the theory of op- 
ing of such a process (X,), the random times considered are 
ssumed to be stopping *imeT of (S,), that is to sajl, ex- 
tended positive integer-valued random variables t such thiat for each 
II = 1, 2, . . . . the event (t > IZ] lies in the o-field Fr, detern+sS try the 
evolution of the process up to time yt. Several authors ha-de also con- 
sidered stopping procedures involving the outcomes of random experi- 
ments auxiliary to the basic process (X,); in this connection we mention 
Bahadur [2], Kemperman 161, Singh [ 91, Siegmund [ 81) Chow, Kobbins 
and Siegmund [4], and Arjas and Speed [ 1 I. 
En ord.er to provide a unified approach to rk of these authors 
we rn~ke the definition which follows. Let ( 
space and let us refer to an extended positive integer-valu 
variable defined on a as a random time. Suppo 
f sub-o-fields of 9, a 
eve 9,, II = 1, ‘L, . . . . 
ra om e t is a ~ando 
if for each n = 1, 2, . . . . the event 
tionally indepe 
The point of this note is to sFaFe ~ro~osiF~ons 2.4 and 2.5 
which utilise some elementary properties of conditional independence 
to give various equivalen rmulations of the above definition. These 
formulations show that F inds of random times considered by 
Bahadur and Siegmund a he same and just randonised 
stopping times according e above definition, and it is clear that the 
random Fimes eonsidere erman and Singh are also included. 
WC do not discuss here any ap ions of randomised stop 
but rcf~r the reader to the papers ;snd books mentioned above. 
When ‘-7,, is the o-field g rated by random variables X,, . . . . Xn, we 
refer to a (randomised) sto ng time of ( gn) as a (randomised) slop- 
ping time of(X,*). IF will be seen that a randomised stopping time of 
(X,) can be thought of as bein generated in the following way: ara clb- 
server watches the evolution o the process <Isc,> astime n increases, 
until a ranoom time t when he stops observing the process; if at time k 
he has not yet stopped observing the process, the observer notes the 
value of X, and then decides according to the outcome of some random 
experiment whether to step at time k or to continue to observe the 
rooess. The ran om time t is a randomised stopping time of (X,) if for 
each k, the outc me of the random e riment at time k and the as yet 
unobserved future (X,, k < n < =) a nditionally independent given 
the observed past (X,I, 1 < BI < k). Th e random time t is a stopping time 
of (X,,) if for each k, the cision at time k is made deterministically 
ably) accordi to the past (&, 1 I n < k). 
A conseque roposition 2.5 is that properties of randomised 
stopping times associated with Markov processes or marti 
immediately deduced from ;he well-known properties of 
cesses. Indeed, let (X,, n = 1, 2, *..) be a sequence Iof random 
pted to an ins asing sequence of T-fields ( FF,, 11 := 1, 2, J, 
that (XJ is a arkov process (respectively, martingale) 
ect to ( YJ. Hf t is a randomised stopping time of ( Y,.J and 
9$ denotes tlie u-field generated by 
standard results for sto 
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at once to randomised stoppiQg times of these processes. 
of simplicity, we have only cansidered here random 
times associated with processes whose time s iS the positive integers, 
but most of ;he discussion is easily adapted the other usual tine sets. 
Let N denote the set of natural numbers { 1, 2, l -., uz, *.). Suppose 
throughout that (52, S, ) is a probability sp ce and that ( T,, r.2 E 
an increasing sequence ub-o-fields of 9, <with the smallest sub-ra- 
field of 9 containing eat 9,, . The reader is to [7] for a treat- 
ment of conditional independence. 
Remark 2.1. Recalling from the introduction the dQfinition of a random- 
ised stopping time of (T’,), we observe that titernative but equivalent 
definitions are obtained by replacing the se+ [t > pi > spearing in the 
definition by any one of the sets (t C n), {r k ~2) and {t + ~1. 
Examples 2.2. Any random time independent of 9,_ is a randomised 
st,opping time of ( FF,), and so too is any stop ing time of ( 9,). For a 
less trivial example, consider a real-value ss i2g defined on 
) and suppose that Y i:s a real-val tandem variable independent 
of the process (X,,). Let t - inf’{n : Xn hen It is easily seen that 
t is a randomised stopping time of (X,). A similarly defined randomised 
stopping time of a continuous time process Siads an application in [ 3, 
p. 2761. 
For another example, suppose that (X,) is a tiarb,ov chain and let Tn 
be the time of the nth visit to state i. Let T be an>’ stopping time of (X,) 
and define a random time t by t = inf{n : & 2 i?, so that t - 1 is the 
number of visits to state i befare time, T. ‘1: ti t is a randomised stopping 
time of (T,), as may be seen from thf: fact at It> n) = CT, K: 7-I 17, 
IV T41] and the strong Markov property (cf. 15, Pa 27, proof of 
Theorem (76)]). 
For sub-o-fields & and of FF,> let us d 
sub-u-field of y which contains both ss;Q an 
sub-a-fields (li; 1, ti, an 
y & v c113 the smallest 
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(i) S;: 1 mad &, are conditicpnally indepwuerc t given & ; 
[AI$VC+ [A I 8 ] a.s. for ewry set A in 8 1 ; 
(iii) 8 v & 1 and & v & 2 are condition& ivtd?penden t given %. ; 
(iv)E{Yl&v$2)= { Y I ti } a. s. for eiwy intqrable & v 8 I-measur- 
able random variable Y. 
In (ii) and (iii) the subscripts 1 and 2 can ue interchanged to give 
further statements equivalent o (i). 
Proof. The equivalence of (i) and (ii) is proved in [ 7, II T 5 1;. The 
further equivalence of (iii) and (iv) follcw s by repeated application of 
this result. 
With the aid of Lemma 2.3, the conditional independence condition 
in the definition of randomised stopping time can now be rephrased in 
a multitude of ways. roposition 2.4 below displays some minimal 
&ions for a random time to be a randomised stopping time of 
J while in Proposition 2.5 the con ition: al independence is exploited 
to the full to give some strong properties of randomised stopping times. 
Suppose that I is a randaIm time on (St, 9 , I?). 
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losition 2.5. The followng statements are equivaknt: 
i) t is a randomised stopping time IIf ( Ffl); 
(ii) for each n E the o-fields $, and 9, are conditionally inde- 
pendent given !Fn 
(iii) for each n E {Y I Fn) a.~. for each integrable 
T ~-measurable ra 
(iv) for each n (Z 1 Tn) a.~. for each integrable 
Too-meawrable random variable 2. 
oaf. Let F,, denote the sub-u-field of 3’ generated by the events 
{t = l}, l ... {t=nj,sothat FL= Yn v F,.,. The fat that ( 9,) is an in- 
creasing sequence of o-fields ensures that t is a randomiscd stopping 
time of ( !FJ if and only if for each n in W, the o-fields Fn and FW are 
conditionally independent given 9,, and the proposition now follows 
by applying Lemma 2.3. 
Put another way, the equivalence of (i) and (ii) in Proposition ‘2.5; 
means that t is r~ randomised stopping time of ( Y,J if and only if there 
exists an increa ;ing sequence of a-fklds (S,) within 9’ such that 
7 ct C (arz, t is a stopping time of ( 9n), and Sn and V_, are conditionally 
independent given 9,. With this conditional independence criterion 
written in the form 
IA I 9, I as. 
9_, this is just the property required by Siegmund 
of his ‘randomised stopping variables for ( Tn)“. 
, it seems reasonable to 
room for experimentation 
rocedure used b 
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experiment with pro ability of success equal to the observed value of 
a,, stopping at the time of the first success. his procedure will define 
time t on a probability space (CL’, FT’, ‘) constructed from 
and all necessary auxiliary experimen 
in an isomorphic image of F7: in 9’ o 
and after identifying o-fields and random variables define 
his copies in (a’, Fit ‘, ) it is being assumed that for 
nt {Onland theo- Id Y_ are conditionally inde- 
pendent given 9, and {t 2 n), and that 
E{t = nl I 3n,(tZ nil =a, on {t>u}. 
The construction of the probability space (St’, 9’, ‘) and random time t 
is easily lformalised, and it may be shown that t is a randomised stopping 
time of I( s;“,) in (sl’!; 9’, P’), with 
P’[(t>n)i ~J=(l--q)...(l -a,), nE 
Moreover, if t* is any randomised stopping time of ( 9,) defined (in the 
obvious way) on an enlargement (In*, 9*, 
domised stopping t;me of (9,) having the same joint distribution with 
9, as t” can be constructed in the manner described above by taking 
a, = *W=nl s,l/ *[ti?nl Tn]. 
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